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a b s t r a c t
This paper discusses optimal control strategies for switching between different burner modes in a novel
compact marine boiler design. The ideal behaviour is defined in a performance index the minimisation
of which defines an ideal trade-off between deviations in boiler pressure and water level from their
respective setpoints and the cost of burner switches and variation of continuous input flows. Direct
minimisation was found computationally infeasible and two different suboptimal strategies have been
considered. The first one is based on the mixed logical dynamical framework. The second approach is
based on a generalisation of hysteresis control. The strategies are verified on a simulation model of the
compact marine boiler for control of low/high burner load switches.
& 2010 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
The control of marine boilers mainly focuses on minimising the
variation of steam pressure and water level in the boiler, keeping
both variables around some given setpoint. Up till now this task
has been achieved using classical single input single output
controllers, one using the fuel flow to control the steam pressure
and one using the feed water flow to control the water level.
A more efficient control can allow smaller water and steam
volumes in the boiler implying lower production and running
costs and a more attractive product. In Solberg, Karstensen,
Andersen, Pedersen, and Hvistendahl (2005) a successful applica-
tion of LQG control to the MISSIONTM OB boiler from Aalborg
Industries A/S product range was shown.
The specific boiler concerned in the present work is a novel
compact marine boiler from Aalborg Industries A/S. The boiler is a
side-fired one-pass smoke tube boiler. The boiler consists of a
furnace and convection tubes surrounded by water. At the top of
the boiler steam is led out and feed water is injected. The compact
boiler is equipped with a two-stage burner unit with two pressure
atomiser nozzles of different size. This unit is under development
and not all details can be revealed here, but of significance for the
control is that under medium and high load both burners must be
used, at low load Burner 2 (the largest nozzle) may be turned off,
but Burner 1 (the smallest nozzle) must be on whenever Burner 2
is on. This allows a high turn-down ratio, defined as the ratio
between the highest and lowest possible fuel flow or equivalently
burner heating power. However, the configuration considered in
this paper leaves a gap between the maximum power from Burner
1 and the minimum power from Burner 1 plus Burner 2. This gap
may be compensated through intelligent switching respecting
safety and trading deviations in pressure and water level against
increased actuator wear and non-optimal combustion during
burner start-up. A similar switching strategy may also expand the
turn-down ratio below the minimum power of Burner 1 alone.
The challenge in this work is to design an appropriate burner
switching strategy that minimises pressure variations and hence
fluctuations in steam quality without compromising water level
performance to still allow the smaller boiler geometry. Such a task
would normally have been approached using heuristic rules
combined with hysteresis control, however, a more systematic
design procedure is sought.
The control of boilers has been undergoing intensive research
over the years. Especially for control of the continuous parts of the
dynamics many advanced methods have been proposed—see e.g.
Mortensen, Mølbak, Andersen, and Pedersen (1998), Zhao, Li, Taft,
and Bentsman (1999), Lee, Kwon, and Kwon (2000), Kothare,
Mettler, Morari, Bendotti, and Falinower (2000), and Rossiter,
Neal, and Yao (2002).
Unlike most previous work on boiler control the challenge here
requires integration of logic and dynamics and especially
handling of discrete inputs. Many methods have been proposed
for controlling such hybrid systems. Many of these are based on
on-line optimisation schemes—see e.g. Sarabia, de Prada, Cristea,
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and Mazaeda (2005), Bemporad and Morari (1999), and Hedlund
and Rantzer (1999). Others, such as traditional hysteresis control,
are based on conditional switching. For systems whose optimal
state trajectory converge to a limit cycle, a generalisation of
hysteresis control was presented in Solberg, Andersen, and
Stoustrup (2008) given only discrete decision variable. In Giua,
Seatzu, and Van der Mee (2001), Xuping and Antsaklis (2003), and
Seatzu, Corona, Giua, and Bemporad (2006) the authors treat
switched linear and affine systems. It is noted that when the
switching sequence is predetermined the optimal control reduces
to a state feedback. However, the focus is restricted to a finite
number of switches. In relation to boiler control there are a few
examples of hybrid control and these often focus on handling load
varying dynamics—see e.g. Keshavarz, Barkhordary, and Motlagh
(2007) and Cheng, Bentsman, and Taft (2008).
In this paper optimality is defined with respect to minimisa-
tion of the performance index, penalising pressure and water level
setpoint deviations and control actions, while including a penalty
on burner switches and related additional fuel use. Two different
suboptimal control strategies shall be compared:
 The first strategy, Method A, described in Solberg, Andersen,
Maciejowski, and Stoustrup (2008) uses finite horizon model
predictive control (MPC) in combination with the mixed
logical dynamical (MLD) framework (Bemporad & Morari,
1999) which is an approach where standard tools can be
applied to obtain an optimising control law. In Solberg,
Andersen, Maciejowski, et al. (2008) this method was
compared to an MPC combined with traditional hysteresis
control.
 The second strategy, Method B, uses a cascade control
configuration where a generalised hysteresis controller sends
functions describing switching surfaces for the hysteresis,
calculated from an infinite horizon optimisation problem, to an
inner loop. Method B is the only strategy known to the authors
which allows an infinite number of switches while penalising
switches in the cost function.
It is shown through simulations that Method B in general
produces better responses than Method A. The main reason for
this is argued to be the mismatch between predicted and real
switches due to blocking of switches and a relatively short
prediction horizon both introduced in Method A to make the
computations feasible. Method B is further found computationally
more attractive than Method A for on-line implementation.
The paper is organised as follows: First the marine boiler system
is introduced and control properties of this are discussed. Second the
two suboptimal control strategies are discussed. In the subsequent
section these two methods are compared in a simulation study.
Finally conclusion and future works are presented.
2. System description
The boiler consists of two logically separated parts, one
containing the heating system and one containing the water–
steam system. The heating system consists of the furnace and the
convection tubes. The water–steam system consists of all water
and steam in the boiler. These two systems are interconnected by
the metal separating them i.e. the furnace jacket and the
convection tube jackets.
The boiler is equipped with two actuator systems for feed
water and burner control, respectively. The feed water flow
dynamics are linearised in an inner cascade controller which
allows the reference to the feed water flow to be used as a
manipulated variable. The corresponding inner loop can easily be
designed to be faster than the outer loop. The burner system is
more complicated. It can operate in three modes; Mode 0: both
burners off; Mode 1: Burner 1 on and Burner 2 off; Mode 2: both
burners on. A sketch of the boiler system is shown in Fig. 1.
The function of the burner unit can be described by a finite
state machine. The state machine consists of six states: three
representing the modes described above and another three
describing transitions between these, see Fig. 2.
The function of each state is summarised in Table 1.
States n1, n2 are characterised by the continuous input
variable, fuel, _mfu, being controllable. In contrast transition states
n0,1, n1,2, n1,0 are governed by predetermined control sequences.
To initiate a switch between modes, certain guards have to be
satisfied, as shown in Fig. 2. In most cases this is just a matter of
setting the Boolean variable, ub,1 or ub,2, corresponding to the
specific burner being on or off. However, to initiate a switch from
Mode 1 to Mode 2, n1-n1,2, the combustion air flow and hence
the fuel flow to Burner 1 has to be below a certain level, _m 1,2
fu
, in
order to be able to fire Burner 2.
In the boiler design considered in this paper the maximum
power generated by Burner 1, Q l, alone is lower than the
minimum power generated by the combined operation of the
burners, Q
h
. This is illustrated in Fig. 3 where the shaded area
corresponds to possible power inputs. There are two power gaps
in the figure. This means that, for a steam flow that corresponds to
a steady state power consumption, Qss, in one of these gaps, the
burners have to follow some on/off switching scheme to keep
the pressure around its reference value. The gaps will be
defined as: Gap-region 1 QssA ½0;Q l :¼ G1 R and Gap-region 2
QssA ½Q l;Q h :¼ G2 R. In the sequel these gap-regions are
referred to a bit loosely using statements such as ‘the
disturbance-’, ‘the required fuel flow-’, ‘the power request
belong to a gap-region’, which all translate into the equivalent
formulation that the steady state power consumption cannot be
met exactly by any available fuel flow. In other designs and fuel
systems Gap-region 2 is not present. In this case the methods
proposed are still relevant in order to deliver low steam flow
below Q
l
and thus large turn-down ratio.
2.1. Modelling
A simplified burner model consists of the state machine shown
in Fig. 2. The model should describe the total fuel supply to the
two burners _mfu ¼ _mfu,1þ _mfu,2 as this is assumed equivalent to
the total power delivered from the burner unit. This model is
different for each state in the finite state machine. In the transition
states n0,1, n1,2, n1,0 the fuel flow is constrained to move according
to certain patterns. In n0 there is no flow. In n1 the fuel flow is
equal to the flow to Burner 1. Finally in n2 an underlying controller
distributes the fuel and combustion air flow references to the two
burners in order to maximise efficiency while keeping a clean
combustion with an oxygen percentage of the exhaust gas above
three percent. The total fuel flow can be assumed to be equal to
the reference due to the much faster dynamics of the combustion
process than that of the boiler water–steam part. Note here that
the fuel flow rate constraints are different in n1 and n2.
The detailed 8th order model of the boiler presented in Solberg
et al. (2005) has been simplified in Solberg, Andersen,
Maciejowski, et al. (2008). This simplified model consists of three
differential equations, derived from mass and energy balances,
describing the pressure ps, the water volume Vw and the volume of
steam bubbles below the water surface Vb. The three differential
equations are summarised as
ðVtVwÞ
drs
dps
þVw
drw
dps
 
dps
dt
þðrwrsÞ
dVw
dt
¼ _mfw _ms ð1aÞ
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rwVw
dhw
dps
þhwVw
drw
dps
þrsðVtVwÞ
dhs
dps
þhsðVtVwÞ
drs
dps
VtþrmVmcp,m
dTs
dps
0
BBB@
1
CCCAdpsdt þðhwrwhsrsÞ dVwdt
¼Qþhfw _mfwhs _ms ð1bÞ
ð1bÞVw
drw
dps
þVb
drs
dps
 
dps
dt
þð1bÞrw
dVw
dt
þrs
dVb
dt
¼ ð1bÞ _m fwg
Vb
Vw
ð1cÞ
where _mfw is the feed water flow, _ms is the steam flow, r is the
density, h is the enthalpy and T is the temperature, cp is the
specific heat capacity, Vt is the total volume of the boiler
water–steam part and subscript m stands for metal, w for water
and s for steam. g and b are constants related to an expression
describing the amount of steam escaping the water surface.
The power delivered to the water–steam part is modelled as
Q ¼ Z _mfu ð2Þ
where Z is directly dependent on the caloric value of the fuel. In
addition, the proportion of the released energy which is
transferred to the water side depends on the boiler load. In this
context it suffices to consider Z to be constant since efficiency of
the heat transfer only changes modestly with load and the caloric
value is constant for a given fuel. Modest changes in Z only
represent changes in a gain and will not change the dominating
behaviour of the boiler.
In practice the water-steam circuit is closed and the steam
flow is governed by several valves combined with pipe resistance.
Therefore, a variable k(t) expressing pipe conductance and valve
strokes is introduced. _ms is then given as
_msðtÞ ¼ kðtÞ
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
psðtÞpdws
p
ð3Þ
where the downstream pressure, pdws, is the pressure in the feed
water tank which is open and hence has ambient pressure,
pdws¼pa. ps(t)pdws is the differential pressure over the steam
supply line. Although this is only a rough model of the flow, it is
used since the flow in general is also determined by unknown
user behaviour and it is thought to be preferable not to consider
the flow to be independent of pressure.
The final model has the form
Fð xÞ _x ¼ hð x, u, dÞ ð4Þ
where x ¼ ½ps,Vw,Vb
T , u ¼ ½ _mfu, _mfw
T and d ¼ k. The temperature
of the feed water is assumed constant and therefore not included
in d. The water level is given as: Lw¼(Vw + Vb Vo)/Aws (the water
level is measured from the furnace top, Vo is the volume
surrounding the furnace, and Aws is the water surface area).
L
PControl
Hot well
Main steam line Service steam
Fuel
Combustion
air
generating units
Feed water
Condenser
Exhaust
F
Furnace
Steam from other
Cooling water
Returning condensate
Make-up water
Burner 1 Burner 2
Fig. 1. Compact marine boiler principle.
t = 1
n0,1
n1,0
t = 1
n1 n2n0
n1,2
.
t = 1
ub,1 = 1 t = 13
t = 30
t := 0
ub,2 = 1
m fu ≤ m 1,2fu
t := 0
t = 13
ub,1 = 0
t := 0
ub,2 = 0
.
. .
.
Fig. 2. Finite state machine describing burner operation.
Table 1
Description of states in the finite state machine modelling the burner unit.
n0 Idle: both burners are off and Burner 1 is ready to enter start-up sequence
n0,1 Burner 1 start-up: this state contains a sequence of events split into three
time intervals. It takes 3 s from the electrode is ignited to the solenoid
valve opens. Then the flame scanner must detect a flame within the next
5 s and finally the flame has 5 s to stabilise before release for modulation
n1 Low load: Burner 1 is on and Burner 2 is off
n1,2 Burner 2 start-up: this state is analogous to n0,1
n2 High load: both burners are on
n1,0 Shut down: in this state Burner 1 is shut off followed by 30 s of purging
Q
l
Ql QhQh0
Fig. 3. Modes of operation for the two-stage burner module.
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A linear approximation of (4) can be generated for controller
design. In Solberg, Karstensen, and Andersen (2007) it was shown
that the dynamics of the one-pass smoke tube boilers from AI,
around the crossover frequency has little dependency on the steam
load. For this reason it suffices to focus on a controller design derived
from one linear model hence leaving out any gain scheduling. Thus
the sampled linear approximation of the marine boiler takes the form
xðkþ1Þ ¼ A xðkÞþ B uðkÞþ Bd
dðkÞ ð5aÞ
yðkÞ ¼ C xðkÞ ð5bÞ
xAX , uAU iðkÞ, iðkÞAf0,1,2g ð5cÞ
where i is the current burner mode, y ¼ ½ps,Lw
T , X Rn and
U i Rm are compact sets describing constraints on state and
inputs respectively.
2.2. Control properties
For the marine boilers concerned the well-known shrink-and-
swell phenomenon from feed water flow to water level, (Åström &
Bell, 2000), has not been observed in measurements. This means
that this loop, in principle, is limited in bandwidth only by
actuators and sensors (and model uncertainty).
Another property of the system is the high bandwidth in the
response from the steam flow disturbance to the outputs. This
complicates the controller design as it sets a requirement for a
high closed loop bandwidth in order to suppress the effect of the
disturbance. This means that the controller update frequency
should be high limiting the time available between updates for
on-line controller computations. In particular, the controller
sampling time is set to Ts¼1 s.
Regarding the control structure, it would be preferred to leave
the burner switching to an underlying burner control system
which delivers the requested fuel flow. However, due to the long
sequences associated with burner stop/start both pressure and
water level control are disturbed making this approach less
suitable. This requires the burner switches to be handled by the
pressure and water level controller.
One drawback of this strategy is that when switching from
high to low load the total fuel flow becomes uncertain, as the
distribution of fuel between the two burners is not modelled.
Burner 2 is constrained only to turn off when the fuel flow is at a
minimum, in order to avoid cutting off an unknown fuel flow in
future predictions.
The control problem is formulated as follows:
Problem 1. At every sample instant k, given the current state
xðkÞ, minimise the following performance index over
uTN ¼ ½ uðkÞ
T , uðkþ1jkÞT , . . .:
Jð xðkÞ, uNÞ ¼ lim
N-1
1
N
XMðNÞ
j ¼ 1
hij1 ,ij
8<
:
þTs
XN
j ¼ 0
½ðrðjþkjkÞ yðjþkjkÞÞT Q ðjÞðrðjþkjkÞ yðjþkjkÞÞ
þD uðjþkjkÞT RðjÞD uðjþkjkÞ
)
ð6Þ
where D uðjÞ ¼ uðjÞ uðj1Þ, rðjÞ is the reference vector, iAf0,1,2g,
M(N) is the total number of burner switches and hij1 ,ij is the cost
associated with a switch from burner mode ij1 to mode ij. Also
xðjÞ and yðjÞ evolve according to (5). Q ðjÞZ0 and RðjÞZ0 are
quadratic penalties on error and input changes, respectively.
Hence the control problem poses a trade-off between output
(pressure and water level) setpoint deviations and control input
action including costs for burner switches. It would seem natural
to include a cost on the accumulated fuel use. This, however, is
not implemented. The reason is that one performance criterion is
to achieve zero steady state errors for both water level and
pressure, when possible. A weight on the accumulated fuel use
will urge the system to save fuel at the expense of inferior
pressure performance. Transients including burner switches will
lead to reduced efficiency implying increased fuel consumption.
This is taken care of in the performance function in the weighting
of input changes and burner switches.
An important property of the performance (6) is that, dependent
on the choice of weights, there may exist constant steam flows
corresponding to the gap-regions shown in Fig. 3, for which the cost
of allowing a constant offset in the output is larger than that of
introducing a limit cycle through switching the input. This would
always be the case if (6) included the integral error of the pressure,
as any possible constant input would result in the pressure
approaching a constant value different from the setpoint, meaning
that (6) would be infinite. When (6) does not include the integral
error steam flows and choices of weights still exist for which the
integral over one cycle of period Tp, corresponding to a switching
input, will be smaller than the corresponding integral over Tp with
any possible constant input and converged output. Finding the
optimal limit cycle which the state trajectory converges to can be
achieved by posing a relatively simple optimisation problem. The
period of this limit cycle is dependent on the steam flow
disturbance. The reason for this is that the steady state fuel flow
required to achieve zero pressure error is dependent on the steam
flow. When the required steady state fuel flow is in a gap-region and
close to where the steady state solution is optimal, the limit cycle
period is long because the pressure error only slowly grows to a level
where the cost is comparable to the cost of switching Burner 1 or
Burner 2 on and off. In the middle of the gap-region the pressure
error will increase and decrease faster and the limit cycle period will
be shorter.
3. Methods
In this section two suboptimal methods for solving control
Problem 1 are described. The two methods are based on different
control configurations. Method A incorporates both the finite state
automaton and the dynamical system into one mixed integer
optimisation problem (MIP) solved in a receding horizon manner.
Method B exploits a strategy where an inner controller optimises
over the continuous variables controlling pressure and water level.
The inner controller further switches the burners when the states hit
switching surfaces and an outer controller optimises over these
switching surfaces.
3.1. Method A: finite horizon model predictive control
Recently discrete time finite horizon MPC has become a tractable
tool for the control of hybrid systems (Bemporad & Morari, 1999).
The reason is that the method offers a systematic design procedure
for these systems. Modelling tools such as HYSDEL (hybrid system
description language) (Torrisi & Bemporad, 2004) make it easy to
generate MLD models suitable for implementation with an MPC
control law. This is done by describing the system to be controlled as
a discrete time hybrid automaton.
Such a procedure was in Solberg, Andersen, Maciejowski, et al.
(2008) applied to the same setup as described in this paper. The
strategy is illustrated in the block diagram in Fig. 4.
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Referring to Solberg, Andersen, Maciejowski, et al. (2008) a
model of the boiler system (5) including the state machine of the
burner described in HYSDEL can be put together in the MLD form
using tools from the MPT-toolbox (Kvasnica, Grieder, & Baotić,
2004):
xðkþ1Þ ¼ AxðkÞþB1uðkÞþB2dðkÞþB3zðkÞ ð7aÞ
yðkÞ ¼ CxðkÞþD1uðkÞþD2dðkÞþD3zðkÞ ð7bÞ
E2dðkÞþE3zðkÞrE1uðkÞþE4xðkÞþE5 ð7cÞ
where xARnxr  f0,1gnxb , uARnur  f0,1gnub and yARny . dAf0,1gnd ,
zARnz represent Boolean and continuous auxiliary variables
respectively. The real part of the state vector is composed of
xrðkÞ ¼ ½psðkÞ,VwðkÞ,VbðkÞ, _mfuðk1Þ, _mfwðk1Þ,dum,1ðkÞ,
dum,2ðkÞ,tðkÞ,iðkÞ
T
where dum,1(k) is an unmeasured disturbance put in the direction
of the steam flow and dum,2(k) is an unmeasured disturbance put
in the direction of the feed water flow both included to achieve
offset free tracking. t(k) is a timing variable used during burner
switches, iðkÞAf0,1,2g is the current burner mode implemented as
a continuous variable. The real part of the input vector is given
using incremental inputs as urðkÞ ¼DuðkÞ ¼ ½D _mfuðkÞ,D _mfwðkÞT .
The Boolean part of the state vector describes the burner
finite state machine: xb(k)¼ [n0,n0,1,n1,n1,2,n2,n1,0]
T (Fig. 2)
and the Boolean part of the input vector represents when
to initiate a manoeuvre/sequence leading to a burner switch
ub(k)¼[ub,1,ub,2]
T. Finally y(k)¼[ps(k), Lw(k)]
T and h(k)¼
i(k) i(k1), with hðkÞa0 denoting a change in burner mode.
Note that this is a slight abuse of the h notation from (6). For
further details on the model refer to Solberg, Andersen, Macie-
jowski, et al. (2008).
As the infinite horizon control Problem 1 is not computation-
ally feasible in this setup a model predictive controller was
designed based on minimising the following finite horizon
performance index:
Jðxð0Þ,uNÞ ¼ ðryðNÞÞ
T PðryðNÞÞþ
XN1
j ¼ 0
½ðryðjÞÞT Q ðryðjÞÞ
þDuðjÞT RDuðjÞþHhðjÞ2 ð8Þ
subject to the MLD system dynamics (7), where the current
time k¼0, N¼45, uN
T
¼[u(0)T, y,u(N)T], and Q¼diag ([q1, q2]),
R¼ diag ([r1, r2]), and the switching cost is equal to H¼ h0,1=
Ts ¼ h1,0=Ts ¼ h1,2=Ts ¼ h2,1=Ts: The terminal cost P is set equal
to Q.
To facilitate on-line computations, blocking was used on the
Boolean decision variables allowing these only to change at time 0
and 1. The optimisation is performed by a search, solving constrained
optimisation problems for each choice of Boolean decision variables
and finally selecting the solution with the lowest cost. The
computational burden of the controller implementation reduces to
solving at most 5 QP’s (quadratic programs, here related to the
ordinary MPC algorithm) at each sample time, 3 if both burners are on
or off. Besides solving the QP’s, constraint matrices for the QP’s
involving switches must be generated along with state estimates.
Note that if no blocking had been enforced, using a standard MIQP
(mixed-integer quadratic program) solver, this could worst case be
forced to solve a QP corresponding to all feasible combinations of the
Boolean decision variables over the prediction horizon.
Regarding the feedback, a state estimator has been con-
structed. This estimator can operate in all modes and is hence
independent of the control strategy discussed. The estimator is
designed as to achieve off-set free tracking of the pressure and
water level. This is done by adding integrating disturbances to the
process model in the direction of the steam load disturbance and
the feed water flow—see e.g. Pannocchia and Rawlings (2003).
The above method will result in suboptimal performance with
respect to the original optimisation defined in Problem 1, partly
because of the use of a relatively short moving horizon, and partly
because of the further simplification made by the restricted change
in decision variables to the first two samples. Operating over a finite
horizon is never optimal when the optimal state trajectory
converges to a limit cycle, as suggested in Solberg, Andersen, and
Stoustrup (2008). This is the case for the boiler system for certain
power requests corresponding to the gap-regions.
3.2. Method B: generalised hysteresis control
The second method discussed is based on a method described
in Solberg, Andersen, and Stoustrup (2008) for controlling
systems whose optimal state trajectory converge to a limit cycle.
The idea is to use this method when in the gap-regions. The
strategy is illustrated in the block diagram in Fig. 5.
The idea behind this scheme is that the block named switching
surface optimisation might consist of setting simple hysteresis
bounds for the pressure. This architecture is especially good for
the marine boiler system where the disturbance profile is limited
to non-frequent steps.
The switching surface optimisation block need not run at the
same sample frequency as the inner MPC loop which can allow for
more computational demanding algorithms to be implemented at
this level. Further the switching surface optimisation needs only
be executed when the power demand corresponds to the gap-
regions. This requires a power estimator to run at the fastest
sample time to be able to react fast when a disturbance influences
the process and brings it outside the gap-regions.
Determination of when the requested power belongs to a gap-
region is done from an estimate of the steady state input needed
to reject the steam flow disturbance.
I A  B
C 0
" #
xss
uss
" #
¼
Bumd 0
0 I
" #
dum
r
" #
ð9Þ
Here dum are integrating disturbances added to the process model
to achieve consistent estimates of the process output. If Bumd ¼ B
the estimated steady state flow would simply be the first
component of the dum vector. It turns out that a better result is
achieved with Bumd ¼ ½ Bd B2 corresponding to the direction of the
steam flow disturbance and the feed water flow.
Hybrid
MPC
Process
State
estimator
r (t) u (t) y (t)
x̂ (t)
Fig. 4. Control structure for Method A.
Swtiching surace
optimisation
MPC +
Logic Process
State
estimator
r(t) f (x ) u(t) y(t)
x̂ (t)
Fig. 5. Control structure for Method B.
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In the following each block in Fig. 5 are described separately.
The process and state estimator is equivalent to the one used in
Section 3.1.
3.2.1. MPC + logic
This is the part of the controller that handles the burner
switching and executes the continuous controller. The continuous
controller is an MPC controller (Maciejowski, 2001; Rossiter, 2003)
in which the constraints can be adjusted on-line to take into account
that the fuel flow sequence executed during a switch is known. MPC
control for a boiler in the same family as the one treated here is also
treated in Solberg, Andersen, and Stoustrup (2007).
The performance index of the MPC controller takes the form
Jð xð0Þ,DuNÞ ¼ ðr yðNÞÞT P iðr yðNÞÞþ
XN1
j ¼ 0
½ðr yðjÞÞT Q iðr yðjÞÞ
þD uðjÞT R iD uðjÞ ð10Þ
where Q i ¼ P i ¼ diagð½ q1, q2Þ, R i ¼ diagð½r1, r2Þ and the index i on
the weight matrices indicates the current burner mode. However,
to be able to compare the two methods only one set of weights is
included and these are equal to the ones for Method A. If the state
belongs to a gap-region then q1 ¼ 0 and r1 ¼1. The constraints
are changed according to which mode the burner unit is operating
in and which sequence is executed. This is easily done by defining
appropriate upper and lower bound vectors, Du, Du, u, u, y , y ,
and matrices K, U such that:
Du
i
ðkÞrDurDu iðkÞ, u iðkÞrKDuru iðkÞ, yrUDury ð11Þ
The matrices K, U are constant whereas the upper and lower
bound vectors are changed on-line. The model used when
minimising (10) over Du subject to (11) is the same for all modes
but could just as well have been different linearisations for the
different load situations.
When the state hits a switching surface described in the next
section a burner switch is initiated.
3.2.2. Switching surface optimisation
The final block of Fig. 5 is supposed to communicate functions
describing switching surfaces to the inner MPC controller. The
strategy used for this block was proposed in Solberg, Andersen,
and Stoustrup (2008). In this paper two suboptimal methods for
controlling systems with discrete decision variables when the
optimal solution converge towards a limit cycle were proposed.
One strategy was based on finding switching surface in the state
space using time-optimal control related techniques to make the
state converge to a predetermined limit cycle which results in a
state feedback policy. Note that the approach of this section will
use a continuous time linear model of the system.
Solberg, Andersen, and Stoustrup (2008) does not consider
the case when there are mixed continuous and discrete decision
variables. However, the authors proposed to use a sequential
loop closing strategy by closing the inner loop using the
continuous variables. Using sequential closing has the advan-
tage of making the process react more intuitively to the
operator. In this case the controller will attempt to regulate
the water level such that it approached the reference between
switches. Moreover, controlling the water level using burner
switches is not of interest. The method of using the LQR state
feedback to get an autonomous system was proposed in
Bemporad, Giua, and Seatzu (2002). These ideas are used in
the structure shown in Fig. 5. Closing the inner loop, using the
MPC controller for the water level when in the gap-region,
a high order linear approximation of the response from
fuel to pressure can be derived. In the low frequency band
this model is well approximated by the simple first order
system:
psðsÞ ¼
Kps
tps sþ1
_mfuðsÞ ð12Þ
This is the model of the system used in the outer loop for generating
switching surfaces. Obvious this is only an approximation of
the original setup shown in Fig. 5, which contains a constrained
inner MPC controller. The performance to be minimised in this
outer loop is punishing the pressure error and a continuous time
equivalent to input changes. The equivalent to input changes are
introduced by filtering the derivative of the input signal:
~_u f ¼ ð1=ðasþ1ÞÞ _u ¼ ðs=ðasþ1ÞÞu where a can be found by matching
discrete time and continuous time costs. Given z¼ ð1=aÞeð1=aÞtDu
resulting from a step change in the input, leads to
R1
0 rz
2 dt¼
ð1=TsÞrDu2 ) a¼ Ts=2: As the reference is constant and the model
is linearised around the desired pressure setpoint, the model of
interest is
_ps
_uf
" #
¼

1
tps
0
0 
1
a
2
6664
3
7775 psuf
" #
þ
Kps
tps
1
2
4
3
5 _mfu Kpstps
0
2
4
3
5 _mfu,ss ð13aÞ
ps
~_u f
" #
¼
1 0
0 
1
a2
2
4
3
5 ps
uf
" #
þ
0
1
a
2
4
3
5 _mfu ð13bÞ
where _mfu,ss corresponds to the steady state value of the fuel required
to reject the current value of the disturbance. Recall that there are
only two levels of inputs to switch between hence _mfuA ½ _m fu,i, _m fu,i
for power requests belonging to either of the gap-regions. That is:
either Burner 1 is switched on and off or Burner 2 is switched on and
off. However, during switches the input, _mfu, will follow some
predetermined trajectory. The cost function takes the form
Jðxð0Þ,uT Þ ¼ lim
T-1
1
T
Z T
0
q1p
2
s þr1
~_u 2f dtþ
XMðTÞ
j ¼ 1
hij1 ,ij
0
@
1
A ð14Þ
where M is the number of burner switches and hij1 ,ij is the cost for
switching from Mode ij1 to Mode ij. Before proceeding, recall that
the task is to find switching surfaces describing the optimal limit
cycle which the state converges to when minimising (14). In the
meantime it might happen that no limit cycle is optimal meaning
that a smaller cost is associated with allowing a constant off-set
compared to tracking a limit-cycle. For this reason a dead band may
be defined which redefines the gap-regions in such a way that a limit
cycle is always optimal when in the gap-regions. This dead band is
converted to new bounds for the gap-regions. The dead band D G is
defined as the subset:
D :¼ fussj(uAfu,ug4ussAG s:t: Jssr Jlcg ð15Þ
with Jss being the cost for having a constant off-set and Jlc is the cost
for staying on a limit cycle. Then the new gap is ~G ¼ G\D. However,
when choosing an integral cost this is not possible as any constant
off-set will cause the cost to become infinite. Instead a traditional
dead band can be introduced in such situations:
D :¼ fussj(uAfu,ug4ussAG s:t: Kps ðuussÞoeg ð16Þ
with e being the allowed pressure error. Modifying the gap also has
the effect as to provide robustness against uncertainties and noise in
the steady state estimates.
The full model used in the outer loop can be described as a
piece-wise affine system:
_xðtÞ ¼ AiðtÞxðtÞþBiðtÞuiðtÞðtÞBd,iðtÞuss ¼AiðtÞxðtÞþf iðtÞðtÞ ð17aÞ
yðtÞ ¼ CiðtÞxðtÞþDiðtÞuiðtÞðtÞ, iðtÞAS ð17bÞ
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xðtþ Þ ¼Mj,kxðt
Þþgj,k if iðt
Þ ¼ j, iðtþ Þ ¼ k ð17cÞ
where iAS corresponding to the current burner mode and
S9f0,1,2g is the different burner modes each associated with a
set of model matrices. Due to the nature of the switches more
than one consecutive switch at the same time instance is not
allowed. The transition matrices Mj,k, gj,k are related to man-
oeuvres and hence do not represent instantaneous jumps in the
state (here lending terminology from Frazzoli, 2001; Frazzoli,
Dahleh, & Feron, 1999 where such manoeuvres made up a
manoeuvre automaton for shifting between trim trajectories in
helicopter flight). Instead the manoeuvres are time intervals in
which the state is taken from x(t) to x(t+) in time dTj,k. Hence:
Mj,k ¼ e
ð
PN1
n ¼ 0
Ain tnþ 1Þ ð18aÞ
and
gj,k ¼
XN1
n ¼ 0
eð
PN1
h ¼ n
Aih thþ 1Þ
Z tnþ 1
0
eAin tf in ðtÞdt
  
ð18bÞ
where i0¼ j, iN1¼k, dTj,k ¼
PN1
n ¼ 0 tnþ1, uj,kðtÞ ¼DAfu0ðtÞ, . . . ,
uN1ðtÞg is a sequence of inputs and f in ðtÞ ¼ Bin unðtÞBd,in uss hence
gj,k can be split into a finite number of integrals with the same
input profile e.g. a constant un(t)¼c or a ramp un(t)¼at+un1
where tA ½0,tnÞ.
Now define dj as the time elapsed since the last input switch
and corresponding manoeuvre or initial time and let Tj denote the
time of the j th input switch and M¼M(T) the number of switches
occurring in time T. The optimisation problem associated with
minimising the cost (14), using the above notation, having L as the
stage cost and H, h as the costs associated with switches, can be
written as
Jðx0Þ ¼min
T,I
lim
T-1
1
T
XMðTÞ
k ¼ 0
½Lðxk,dkþ1Þþ
XMðTÞ
k ¼ 1
½Hik1 ,ik ð ~xkÞþhik1 ,ik 
( )
ð19aÞ
s.t.
Lðxk,dkþ1Þ ¼ xTk Q ik ðdkþ1Þxkþx
T
k r ik ðdkþ1Þþsik ðdkþ1Þ ð19bÞ
Hik1 ,ik ð ~xkÞ ¼ ~x
T
k Q ik1 ,ik ~xkþ ~x
T
k r ik1 ,ikþsik1 ,ik ð19cÞ
~xkþ1 ¼A ik ðdkþ1Þxkþf ik ðdkþ1Þ ð19dÞ
xkþ1 ¼Mik ,ikþ 1 ~xkþ1þgik ,ikþ 1 ð19eÞ
0rT1oT2o   oTM ð19fÞ
x0 ¼ xð0Þ, i0 ¼ ið0Þ ð19gÞ
where T¼[T1,y,TM]
T and I¼[i1,y,iM]
T. This cost looks much like
the one in Xuping and Antsaklis (2003) and Seatzu et al. (2006),
though here the average over time is taken and the state jump is
governed by manoeuvres. Following Seatzu et al. (2006) it is easy
to find symbolic expressions for Q i, r i, si, Q i,j, r i,j, si,j, A i, f i as a
function of the switching times, see Appendix A.
The ultimate goal would be to solve this problem for T
approaching infinity while also allowing M to approach infinity.
This is a hard, yet unsolved, problem for which reason the
approximative solution described in Solberg, Andersen, and
Stoustrup (2008) will be used. Hence set the number of switches
equal to two M¼2 and add the constraints x2¼x0, T ¼ T2þdTi1 ,i2
to find the optimal limit cycle if one exists.
Having found the optimal limit cycle and thereby found the
two points (x+ , x) representing the state just after each of the
two switches, the switching surfaces and their domains can be
calculated using techniques from time optimal control. Following
Solberg, Andersen, and Stoustrup (2008) means starting by
finding the solution to the system when the input is constant
using the notation x1¼ps, x2¼uf, u¼ _mfu, l1 ¼1=tps , l2 ¼1=a,
f1 ¼ ðKps=tps Þð _mfu _mfu,ssÞ, f2 ¼ _mfu, x
0
¼x , x¼[x1, x2]
T, x0 ¼ ½x01,x
0
2
T
and K¼ ½l1 00 l2:
x01ðtÞ
x02ðtÞ
" #
¼ eKt
x01
x02
" #
þðeKt1ÞK1
f1
f2
" #
ð20Þ
Now the switching surface is sought which is a curve in the two-
dimensional system. First find, G, the curve along which the
state approach x with negative f1 after a switch by setting
t¼t,ðt40Þ in (20) and eliminating t. This curve is given by the
equations:
x0 ¼M1,2xþg1,2 ð21aÞ
tðx0Þ ¼ ln
x01þ f1=l1
x01þ f1=l1
 !,
l1 ð21bÞ
fðx0Þ ¼
x01þ f1=l1
x01þ f1=l1
 !l2=l1

x02þ f2=l2
x02þ f2=l2
 !
¼ 0 ð21cÞ
over the domain XG ¼ fxjtðx0Þ40g. The curve Gþ and domain
XGþ can be found in a similar manner starting from the point x
+.
Now a new function describing the surface dividing the state
space E¼Gþ [ G can be defined. This function, defined on
XGþ [ XG , is given as
f ðxÞ ¼
f þ ðxÞ for xðtÞAXGþ
fðxÞ for xðtÞAXG
(
ð22Þ
Finally define the space above the surface E as E and the space
below as E+ being regions of the state space where a negative
input or a positive input can take the state to one of the switching
surfaces.
Now the switching law steering the state of the reduced order
system to the optimal limit cycle is
ubðtÞ ¼
1 for xðtÞAEþ
0 for xðtÞAE
1 for xðtÞAGþ
0 for xðtÞAG
ubðtÞ for xðtÞAR
2
\ðXGþ [ XG Þ
8>>><
>>>:
ð23Þ
ub can be either of the on signals to the two burners depending on
the gap-region the power reference is belonging to. This law is
implemented on the MPC + Logic level in the control structure in
Fig. 5. It is obvious that the behaviour of this control law is close
to that of ordinary hysteresis control, which would have one
dimensional switching surfaces dependent on the pressure only.
This is due to the system being of second order and the second
state being simply a filtered version of the input. If one had
chosen a cost where the integral of the pressure was penalised, a
third order system would have been the result and a more
complicated state trajectory would be the result.
Now this switching law is only valid for one particular uss. In
practice the calculation in this section has to be done at every
sample time of the outer controller to take account for the
changing disturbance. However, it is also possible, as will be done
here, to construct a look-up table by evaluating the optimal limit
cycle off-line for as many different disturbance levels as the
desired accuracy dictates and then use the switching surfaces
which corresponds to the closest disturbance. This is computa-
tionally very efficient as evaluating the switching surfaces takes
little resources whereas finding the optimal limit cycle is very
demanding. The computational burden of the full controller
implementation thus reduces to solving one QP, generation of
constraint matrices for the QP’s involving switches, finding state
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estimates, checking if the steam flow belongs to a gap-region by
solving (9) and finally evaluating (23) if necessary.
An illustration of the method is shown in Fig. 6 where a
simulation on the nonlinear model (4) has been carried out and
the associate states (pressure and filtered fuel flow) are shown.
The blue line is the state evolution while the red lines are the
parts of the optimal limit cycle trajectory (for the linear system)
between switches and the green lines the part during switches.
From this plot it can be seen that the state converges to a
neighbourhood around the limit cycle. This indicates as assumed
that the nonlinearities in the system are not pronounced in the
fuel/pressure loop.
As the previous method based on finite horizon MPC this
method is suboptimal. The suboptimality lies in the use of a
reduced order model plus the separate optimisation of discrete
and continuous decision variables in the outer and inner loop,
respectively. Further, only a finite horizon cost is used when
outside the gap-regions. However, this need not be the case as
different methods exist for implementing quasi-infinite horizon
strategies for linear systems (Mayne, Rawlings, Rao, & Scokaert,
2000). The horizon is set equal to the one for Method A.
4. Simulation results
This section presents simulation results applying the two
methods discussed in Section 3 to the nonlinear simulation model
of the marine boiler. The focus is directed to Gap-region 2 as this
is the most interesting case regarding the sequences required to
carry out a switch in Burner 2.
The simulation results for Method A are shown in the left
column of Fig. 7. The disturbance profile used in the simulation is
converted to represent the requested steam flow and is shown in
the plot in row three column 1 as a red line. In the same plot the
green line represents the estimated disturbance also converted
into a presumed requested steam flow.
There are a few things to notice in this figure. The spikes in the
fuel flow just after a burner switch from Mode 1 to Mode 2 are
partly due to prediction mismatches. The problem is a large
mismatch due to the blocking of switched inputs giving large
differences in the predicted optimising input sequences from one
sample to the next. Another problem is the short prediction
horizon necessary to make the optimisation tractable. This
implies that the algorithm will not take account of long term
damage made by excessive input until it is too late. One could try
adjusting the horizon length taking care not to make the horizon
too long. In fact this method is very difficult to tune to achieve
both good pressure and water level control using reasonable
control signals. Also it is worth noticing the asymmetry in the
pressure error oscillations when the disturbance corresponds to
the gap-region. This stems from the manoeuvre necessary to
perform during switches. When in Mode 1 and the maximum fuel
input is injected a switch to Mode 2 requires the fuel input first to
reach the minimum level for Mode 1. As weights are put on both
the pressure error and input changes also during these man-
oeuvres it will naturally cost more to switch from Mode 1 to Mode
2 than the other way around. As the final performance included a
weight on the pressure error and no weight on accumulated fuel
use, this is not the desired performance. However, this could be
compensated by e.g. using a cost for the integrated pressure error
or by having asymmetric weights dependent on the current mode.
However, such implementations are not standard and quite
cumbersome for which reason the result presented above are
used.
The simulation results for Method B are shown in the right
column of Fig. 7. The lines in the plot in row three column two
have the same interpretation as in the plot beside it and moreover
the extra green line in the bottom right plot represents the
estimated required steady state fuel flow.
As opposed to Method A the pressure error oscillations when
in the gap-region are close to symmetric around the reference for
Method B. The spikes in the fuel flow are also avoided using
Method B. As can be seen it would be advantageous to reduce the
uncertainty on the steam flow estimate as this is the key
component in the method and too large variance on this can
deteriorate performance. In particular, when close to the
boundary of the gap-region the steady state estimate might
switch between being outside and inside the gap-region. One
natural possibility for reducing this phenomenon is to simply
include a measurement of the steam flow instead of relying on an
estimate. However, much of the performance lack for this
estimate seems to come from the neglected nonlinearities in the
low frequency region. The estimate converges when the pressure
can reach a steady state but when the input saturates the pressure
becomes ‘‘unstable’’ and the estimate seems to converge slowly. It
would be simple to use different models dependent on the current
load estimate which would be a natural extension to the
presented approach. This is not done here in order to be able to
compare the results from the two methods.
Regarding the water level control, only small oscillations are
detected during burner on/off switching for both methods. Part of
the original setup was not to improve pressure performance at the
expense of water level regulation which has been achieved.
The variation seems smaller though for Method B which is due to
the sequential implementation which ensures that the water level
control error is regulated to zero between burner switches.
5. Conclusion
Two different approaches to control a marine boiler equipped
with a two-stage burner has been discussed: One, Method A,
based on finite horizon MPC using a hybrid internal model and
another, Method B, based on a generalised hysteresis approach.
Both methods were able to provide satisfactory performance
keeping both pressure and water level around the desired
reference values. A direct performance comparison is difficult
due to the heuristics involved in both methods. Even so there are
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Fig. 6. Projection of the state trajectory into the plane containing ps, uf after a
simulation on (4).
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still conclusions to be drawn regarding the choice of method.
Recall that the objective of both methods was to minimise an
infinite horizon cost and the performance weights were set equal.
Method B shows more acceptable fuel flows after burner
switches and deliver a smaller variance for both pressure and
water level control errors. The main reason for this is prediction
mismatches related to Method A. Regarding Method B there is a
risk of slow convergence as the ability to switch when the power
request is just outside the gap is not utilised. This is naturally
incorporated in Method A. Finally Method A proved very difficult
to tune to achieve both good water level and pressure perfor-
mance which did not seem to be the case for Method B.
Fig. 7. Simulation results using Method A left and Method B right. From the top the first row shows pressure error, the second water level error, the third row shows the
feed water flow (blue), estimated (green) and measured (red) disturbance both converted to represent requested steam flow, and the bottom row shows the fuel flow (blue)
and to the right the estimated steady state fuel input (green). The gray fields in the bottom plots correspond to the gap-regions. Notice the spikes in the fuel flow from 12 to
25 min bottom left and the asymmetry in the pressure error oscillations in the same period top left for Method A.
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Both of the proposed methods are suboptimal solutions of the
original control problem. Further both methods requires optimi-
sation solvers to be shipped with the industrial product.
Regarding off-line design Method B requires considerably more
computations for finding switching surfaces related to the
hysteresis. However, as the size of QP’s and constraint matrices
are comparable and evaluating the switching law for Method B is
fast, the main difference in the on-line computational burden for
the two methods lies in the number of QP’s solved at each sample
time. Method A has a worst case of five QP’s to solve at each
sample time while Method B has only one.
Method B has the advantage that it can easily be reduced to a
conventional hysteresis controller. The method is relevant also for
normal boilers running on/off burner control and can be used for
finding conventional hysteresis bounds. Further the continuous
controller needs not be MPC type but can be replaced by any
suitable controller of the designer’s choice. The method is not
limited to burner control but can be applied with advantage in all
systems in which the actuator signal is characterised as being
continuous over one region and discrete outside this region.
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Appendix A. Construction of matrices for optimisation
problem
This appendix describes how to construct the matrices used to
define the optimisation problem (19), with relation to model (17)
and manoeuvres (18):
A iðdÞ ¼ eAid ðA:1aÞ
f iðdÞ ¼ eAid
Z d
0
eAitf iðtÞdt ðA:1bÞ
and allowing a cost on the input uTSiu for generality leads to
Q iðdÞ ¼
Z d
0
eA
T
i tCTi Q iCie
Ai t dt ðA:2aÞ
r iðdÞ ¼ 2
Z d
0
eA
T
i tCTi Q i Cie
Ait
Z t
0
eAitfiðtÞdt
 
þDiuiðtÞ
 
dt ðA:2bÞ
siðdÞ ¼
Z d
0
uiðtÞ
T
ðDTi Q iDiþSiÞuiðtÞ
n
þ2uiðtÞ
T DTi Q iCie
Ait
Z t
0
eAitf iðtÞdt
 
þ
Z t
0
fTi ðtÞe
ATi t dt
 
eA
T
i tCTi Q iCie
Ait
Z t
0
eAitf iðtÞdt
 
dt
ðA:2cÞ
If Ai is Hurwitz, Di¼0, Si¼0 and fi¼0:
Q iðdÞ ¼ Zie
ATi dZie
Aid, r iðdÞ ¼ 0, siðdÞ ¼ 0 ðA:3Þ
where Zi is the solution to the Lyapunov equation
Ai
TZi+Zi Ai¼Ci
TQiCi. Instead if the assumption on Ai is
that it is diagonisable, Ai ¼ ViKiV
1
i , where Ki ¼ diagðl1, . . . ,lnÞ,
then
Q iðdÞ ¼ ðV
1
i Þ
T
Z d
0
eK
T
i tVTi C
T
i Q iCiVie
Kit dt
 !
V1i ðA:4aÞ
r iðdÞ ¼ 2ðV
1
i Þ
T
Z d
0
eK
T
i tVTi C
T
i Q i CiVie
Ki t
Z t
0
eKitV1i f iðtÞdt
 
þDiuiðtÞ
  
dt
ðA:4bÞ
siðdÞ ¼
Z d
0
uiðtÞ
T
ðDTi Q iDiþSiÞuiðtÞþ2uiðtÞ
T DTi Q iCiVie
Kit
Z t
0
eKitV1i f iðtÞdt
 
þ
Z t
0
fTi ðtÞðV
1
i Þ
T eK
T
i t dt
 
eK
T
i tVTi C
T
i Q iCiVie
Kit
Z t
0
eKitV1i f iðtÞdt
 
dt
ðA:4cÞ
These integrals are easy to calculate symbolically due to the
simple form of the matrix exponential of a diagonal matrix.
Further,
Hi,jð ~xkÞ ¼
XN1
h ¼ 0
½xThQ ih ðthþ1Þxhþx
T
hr ih ðthþ1Þþsih ðthþ1Þ, ðA:5Þ
with
xhþ1 ¼ e
Aih thþ 1 xhþe
Aih thþ 1
Z thþ 1
0
eAih tf ih ðtÞ dt ðA:6aÞ
x0 ¼ ~xk ðA:6bÞ
with N being the number of continuous input profiles that make
up the manoeuvre and tj the time spent with input profile uj1.
By defining ~Q i,j ¼ diagðQ i0 ðt1Þ, . . . ,Q iN1 ðtNÞÞ, ~r
T
i,j ¼ ½ri0 ðt1Þ
T , . . . ,
riN1 ðtNÞ
T
 and ~si,j ¼ si0 ðt1Þþ    þsiN1 ðtNÞ, (A.5) can be rewritten
as a quadratic form in ~xk
Hi,jð ~xkÞ ¼ ~x
T
k M
T
i,j
~Q i,jMi,j|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}
Q i,j
~xkþ ~x
T
k M
T
i,jð2
~Q i,jg i,jþ ~ri,jÞ|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}
r i,j
þgTi,j
~Q i,jg i,jþg
T
i,j
~r i,jþ ~si,j|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}
s i,j
ðA:7Þ
where
x0
x1
x2
^
xN1
2
6666664
3
7777775¼
I
eðA1t1Þ
eðA1t1þA2t2Þ
^
e

PN1
n ¼ 1
Antn

2
66666664
3
77777775
~xk
þ
0 0
eA1t1 0
eðA1t1þA2t2Þ eA2t2
^ &
e

PN1
n ¼ 1
Antn

e

PN1
n ¼ 2
Antn

   eAN1tN1
2
66666664
3
77777775

R t1
0 e
A1tf1ðtÞdtR t2
0 e
A2tf2ðtÞdt
^R tN1
0 e
AN1tfN1ðtÞdt
2
66664
3
77775 ðA:8aÞ
x ¼M i,j ~xkþg i,j ðA:8bÞ
where for simplicity i0¼1, i1¼2,yhave been used.
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